
COMMON OBJECTIONS 
 
FIRST OFF! When you get to the actual INVITING-- do NOT automatically 
tell them the price or spew a lot of info. You should ONLY be asking 
questions about why they're interested-- what their fitness & nutrition looks 
like right now and where they want it to be. 
 
Be taking mental notes on your convo with them to show HOW and WHY a 
challenge pack, a challenge group, and YOUR coaching will help them 
achieve their goals. Then, and only then-- do you ask if its okay to send 
some details on the program YOU recommend.  
 
IF THEN, they say: 
 
1) "It's too expensive."  You can empathize and tell them you know its an 
investment... but YOU did it and here's what it did for you____. Also, if they 
told you they go out for lunch 5 days a week-- point out that by drinking 
their Shakeology for lunch each day, they're spending $4.20 as opposed to 
$5-15 for a restaurant meal and thereby saving _____ per month. (I'm bad 
at math).  
 
Ask them how they'd feel if they were able to achieve their goals of ______, 
and if this small investment in their health could get them to that goal, is it 
worth it?  
 
If they have a LEGIT excuse but are LEGIT interested-- tell them you 
understand! But ask when would be a good time to check back and see if 
they can join a future group. Then be SURE to mark your calendar & follow 
up with them then! But also ask whats new aside from fitness so they know 
your not a sales-shark, just trying to get their money. (because you're not!) 
 
2) "I don't have time." Yuck. This excuse is silly. Our shortest programs are 
25 to 30 minutes daily. We even have a 10 Minute Trainer workout! Naw, 
buddy, you've got time for that.  
 
 



3) "I'm worried I won't follow/understand the meal plan." This is where you 
PRAISE challenge groups. We share meal plans, we share recipes, we talk 
nutrition EVERY day. We are NOT nutritionists, but we can help them come 
up with simple, healthy meals to prepare. 	  


